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The Week of Rice Action (WORA-2008) was 
celebrated all over Asia between 2nd April and 8th 
April 2008 with a campaign call for                     
“No Genetically Engineered Rice in Asia”.  On 8th 
April, many groups all over the world came together and 
participated in a "People's NO Genetic Engineering 
(GE) Day" in their respective countries and states to 
protest against the Genetic Modification of Crops and 
Food and asked Governments to be more responsible to 
the people - consumers and farmers.   

In the Indian State of Kerala, the main event was a  
One-day workshop on Genetically modified crops and 
its implications to our agriculture and food organized 
at the Vyapari Bhavan, Palarivattom, Kochi on the   
8th of April 2008. The workshop was inaugurated by 
Sri Mullakara Rathnakaran, Hon’ble Minister 
for Agriculture in Kerala.  He also inaugurated the 
poster exhibition - Seeds of Disaster - on Genetic 
Engineering, prepared with the support of the 
Pesticide Action Network - Asia and Pacific 
(PANAP).  A signature campaign in a cloth banner 
with the demand to “Ban GE in India” and “Keep 
Indian GM Free” was also inaugurated by the 
Minister, who put his signature on it first.  Kerala is 
the only State in India which has officially taken a 
position not to allow the field trials and growing of 
GM crops.  In the meeting the Minister reiterated 
the Government's commitment not to do anything 
that can cause harm to the farmers.  He categorically 
stated that Kerala will remain GM Free.  The 
signature campaign which continued through out the 
month was taken to New Delhi and submitted to the 
Agriculture Ministry at the Centre on May 6th 
during the one day protest organized by the GM- 
Free India Coalition.  

The inaugural session was also blessed by the 
presence of Dr Nammalvar, the renowned organic 
farmer scientist and farmers movement leader from 
Tamilnadu.  Prof. M K Prasad, Chairman of the 
Information Kerala Mission and one of the most 
senior of the environmentalist in the State chaired 
the session.  Welcome address was given by Sri 
Purushan Eloor, well known environmental activist 
and leader of the Periyar Malineekarana Virudha 
Samithi.  



Traditional welcome with rice bouquets 
(kathir kula) 

Kerala's Agriculture Minister Sri 
Mullakara Rathnakaran speaking  

 

 

 

 

The event was attended by about 125 people from 
all over Kerala.  There were farmers and farmer 
organisations, consumer groups, representatives of 
trader organisation, journalists, environmental 
groups, civil rights groups, political organisations, 
food processing industry, women’s organisations, 
agriculture department officers etc.   

Inaugurating the workshop the Minister Sri 
Mullakara Rathnakaran reiterated his commitment 
to the cause of the farmers of the State of KERALA 
and declared categorically that his government 
would not allow GM crops to be grown in the State.  
He traced the problems that humanity had to inherit 
due to the Green Revolution, and said that now is 
the time for all, especially students to come out and 
campaign against the threat to the sovereignty of the 
country.  The Minister also pointed out that in this 
Week of Rice Action, the rice farmers are the 
highest priority of the State and that the State and 
the people have a responsibility towards the rice 
farmers.  He took time to interact with activists and 
farmers who were fighting issues of paddy land 
reclamation and destruction.  He promised all 
support to the activists.    

Dr Nammalvar demonstrated through pictures how 
the Green revolution has been a disaster to the 
farmer.  He also explained how organic farming was 
taking deep roots and things are changing at a fast 
pace, and farmers are moving towards self 
sustenance. 

Prof M K Prasad described in detail the diversity of 
crops that have been destroyed after the advent of 
modern agriculture and warned that GM crops will 
spell the doom for whatever remains. 

After the inaugural session, a technical session 
followed with the main speakers being Karsten 
Wolff on the topic “Growth and Politics of GM 
crops – a global overview”, S Usha spoke on “GM 
crops in India” and Sridhar R spoke on “GE Rice 
and Food Sovereignty”.  Mr Sreenivas from 
Karnataka also attended the workshop and spoke on  
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Poster Exhibition  
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the Bt-Cotton study they had done.  In the 
afternoon, the Malayalam dubbed version of the 
film “So Shall You Reap” was shown. This film 
produced by the Centre for Sustainable Agriculture 
was dubbed into Malayalam with the support of the 
PANAP. Discussions followed this and in the end 
the workshop came out with a declaration and all 
present resolved to join the platform for fighting 
GM and keeping Kerala and India GM Free.  
Various groups also committed to have meetings in 
their locality / district and spread the word. It is also 
expected that we will have a number of smaller 
organizations and individuals joining in the 
campaign actively. 

This event was jointly organized by Thanal, Periyar 
Malineekarana Virudha Samithi (Kochi), People's 
Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL, Kochi), CenSE 
(Thrissur) and the Vyapari Vyavasaya Ekopana 
Samithi (Kochi)  with the support of Pesticide 
Action Network - Asia and the Pacific (PANAP). 

As part of the campaign the following were 
prepared and used  

A campaign poster exhibition on GE Crops  - 
seeds of Disaster.  This poster exhibition consisting 
of 31 posters dealt in detail with GE, the science 
behind it, the myths and also the threats and 
impacts.  This was both educative as well as 
campaign poster set.  This exhibition was 
inaugurated on the 8th of April 2008 on the 
“People’s NO GE day, by the Hon’ble Minister for 
Agriculture in Kerala, Sri Mullakara Rathnakaran. 
The exhibition would now be taken to many 
colleges and institutions as well as other groups. In 
the month of May the exhibition was displayed in 
two more meetings.  This poster exhibition was 
produced with PANAP support.  

Preparation of banners and campaign leaflets.  8 
banners were made for the Week of Rice Action 
2008 by Thanal's Save our Rice campaign.  These 
banners were used during the event on the 8th April 
at Kochi.  The banners were so designed that  



Karsten Wolff speaking   

GM Poster exhibition displayed at World 
Earth Day April 22nd 2008 organized by 
GREENS-Trivandrum 
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they can be continued to be used for the campaign 
against GE.   

Reading materials :  The PANAP fact sheet on 
Golden Rice was translated to Malayalam and 
distributed to the participants.  The other fact sheets 
including GE-RICE was also duplicated and 
distributed to the participants, which included media 
persons as well.  Since most of the participants were 
representing various organizations, the outreach is 
expected to be substantial.  These materials were 
printed with the support of PANAP.  The Save Rice 
Campaign also brought out a leaflet on GM which 
was distributed.  

Translation and Dubbing of film : A film “So 
shall you reap” produced by the Centre for 
Sustainable Agriculture, Hyderabad on the Bt-
Cotton story in India and its impacts was translated 
to Malayalam and dubbed with the support of 
PANAP. The film CD in Malayalam was also 
distributed to the participants at a cost of the DVD. 

 

 

 

Declaration from the Workshop  
 
The Workshop clearly recognizes the threat of Genetic Engineering on Crops and Food 
in India.  It demands that 
 
1. The Government of India immediately ban Genetic Engineering in Crops and stop all 
field trials of GM crops in the country. 
 
2. The Government of India immediately ban all imports of GM food in the processed 
food items, especially Corn, Soya, Cotton and Canola based oil and other food products 
from US, Canada, Argentina and Brazil. 
 
It also requests traders and consumers to desist from buying corn and soya based 
products whose origin is known to be from US, Canada, Argentina and Brazil.  



WORA-2008 Kerala through the media   
 

 

 

 


